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Let’s talk about our current reality.
The remainder of 2020 feels and looks uncertain for all of us. But despite all
of the unknowns, one thing is true and clearer than ever before:

We are ALL in this together.
As an organization, you can harness the power of your community to help you
reach, and even exceed, your fundraising goals this year. Using every online
resource is more crucial than ever, now that so many in-person events and
activities are turning virtual.
This is why a Do-It-Yourself Peer-to-Peer (or DIY P2P, as we’ll refer to it going
forward), is such a powerful tool. This evergreen fundraising initiative is an
excellent source of added income for your nonprofit, allowing your fundraising
to expand outside of your immediate donor base and into your donors’
personal networks.
With this style of P2P, there is no formal deadline, so the initiative can continue
through the end of the year, or until your fundraising goal is reached!
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Advantages of a DIY P2P:
 It’s a way to help new and existing supporters understand
your organization’s needs and your impact as the year goes on
 It’s a chance to set a public goal and work towards it incrementally
with your community, taking some of the pressure off of your professional
fundraisers/gift officers
 It’s a low-cost way to experiment with peer-to-peer, especially if you’re new to
the concept
 It allows for your biggest supporters to get creative in the ways they help you raise
funds, because anything goes!
 It gives participants a sense of purpose as they do their part to contribute to
something bigger than themselves in a format that they enjoy

How it’s done:
You create a landing page explaining the ongoing effort, and offer ideas on how your
supporters and their friends and family can create small, personal initiatives to help your
organization reach a given fundraising goal. A goal tracker helps visitors to see how many
funds have been raised so far, and how much more is left to raise.
Visitors of the page can either choose to donate directly to your organization, or they
can create their own unique fundraising page, giving them a chance to attach it to a
special event/initiative in their own lives, making it more personal and meaningful.
This is what makes it DIY!
List ideas of the different ways people can personalize their fundraising effort. Ideally, the
activity will be tied in some way to your organization’s work, but participants can contribute
in many ways. The goal is for them to share the link to their personal fundraising page to
ensure donations are easily tracked and collected.
The event’s main landing page will show the top 5 fundraisers/fundraising teams. A sense of
healthy competition never hurts!

Spread the word in EVERY way:
Remember, building a great page is only the first part of the process - you will need to get the
word out about this by involving your whole internal team.
Be it your board members, staff, volunteers, or ambassador-level supporters, everyone should
be sharing this with their inner circles! They can share the link to your DIY P2P’s landing page
(or their own fundraising page) on their favorite social media channels or via email.
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You’ll also want to share about this in your organization’s monthly newsletters, and keep a
button linking to it at the top of your organization’s social media pages. The homepage of
your website should prominently link to the effort using either a banner visual at the top, or
a large, easy-to-find call-to-action button. This should ideally be visible on all pages of your
organization’s website.

Ongoing Outreach:
 You’ll send coaching emails to your fundraisers/fundraising teams on a bi-weekly or
monthly basis (depending on the pace of the campaign), encouraging them as they work
towards their own fundraising goal, and providing simple techniques on how to fundraise
successfully.
 Start them off with an email featuring a Top 5 Tips list, including canned tweet language
or key facts about your organization that makes it unique. They can share this in their
outreach with friends and family. They already have a passion for your mission, but if you
can arm them with some facts, it will give them the confidence to speak about your work
more knowledgeably!
 Do you know of social media influencers who care about the kind of work you
do? Or do any of your most loyal donors have a significant social media following?
Reach out via email and see if anyone wishes to use that online influence for good!
 You’ll want to send email updates to your supporter base, and post to social,
whenever a milestone is reached, such as getting a quarter of the way, or halfway,
to your organization’s fundraising goal!

Tips for your P2P’s main landing page:
*Include a short video from a member of your leadership team explaining this
initiative and what the funds raised will mean for your organization.
Keep it to 3 minutes or less, and don’t worry about making it look overly produced. We’re
all spending more time than ever at home, so use your phone camera, find some decent
lighting, and speak authentically about what this means for your work (be specific and
share a story if possible) - listeners will relate!
Oh, but do change out of your pajamas. We’re making the words personal, while looking
(somewhat) professional :)

Creative ways your supporters can fundraise:
 Donate your Birthday, or any special event or big day - the fundraiser asks all those
who plan to give them a gift to donate to your organization by visiting their personal
fundraising page! Encourage gift givers to share with others on social media.
 At-Home Walk/Run/Bike Marathon - getting exercise is a bigger focus than ever before, and
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getting outdoors is one of the last safe activities we can do as a nation! The fundraiser asks
friends and family to sponsor them per mile as they run/walk/bike for a full day or across a
period of time to raise funds.
 Workplace fundraising + Karaoke - a fundraiser shares their love of your cause with their
co-workers and sets up an at-home karaoke night, where everyone can sign up to sing
songs or just attend while having a drink in front of their computer!
* For added incentive, they can ask if their supervisor would sing an awkward karaoke song
chosen by the team. More funds can be collected during the karaoke happy hour!
 Hair Grooming - groom a beard into the shape most voted for by family and friends! Or ask
friends to volunteer to see who will grow their beard/hair the longest for a given period
of time (and we mean after the quarantine ends!) - offer the winner free merch from your
organization!
 Set your own personal record and record it for the world to see - record yourself doing
whatever activity you love most, and push yourself to do it as long as you can! Juggling,
burpees, push-ups, making pancakes, riding a unicycle, whatever it may be, entertain the
masses for a good cause!
Brainstorm your own ideas using the spaces below. Find ideas that are tangentially related to
your organization’s mission/work, ideally possible to share via social or share online.
Idea 1: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Idea 2: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Idea 3: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Idea 4: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Idea 5: ______________________________________________________________________________________
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This initiative will be most successful if…
1. Your organization has an existent presence on social media, because most of the
related outreach is done online. Use the space below to craft a few tweets you would use
to share this initiative. Consider hashtags you may want to create for everyone to use in all
social posts:
Tweet 1 : ________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Tweet 2: _________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Tweet 3: _________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
2. You can get a few of your staff members to create their own pages first, to set examples
and to help decrease trepidation. List two people on your internal team who will create
their pages to get this effort off the ground:
Fundraiser (Staff Member): ____________________________________________________________
Fundraiser (Staff Member): ____________________________________________________________
3. You designate one person to be in charge of this effort, because it’s essential that
someone is tracking its progress on at least a monthly basis and keeping up with
coaching outreach:
DIY Team Leader: _____________________________________________________________________
4. You view it as a fun side project that could bring in extra revenue from existing as well
as new supporters. Consider this as you decide what your total fundraising goal is for the
year, and which percentage of that you will allocate to this effort, as well as how much you
aim to raise:
# of hours per month spent planning/messaging about this to participants/
supporter base: __________________
Intended total fundraising goal for this initiative (a fraction of your annual
fundraising goal): __________________
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The Cure Starts Now
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Prevent Child Abuse North Carolina

9

King's Ransom Foundation
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How to Craft Your Pages in Engage
Please follow the steps below as you navigate through the Engage platform:
*TIP: Before beginning this process, you will want to familiarize yourself with the Engage Visual Editor.
Before you go through and fill out all of your organization’s information on the landing page and
fundraiser page steps, it is helpful to publish the page so that you can see the live version (don’t
worry, you haven’t shared it with the world yet, so only you know it’s live!) Seeing the setup from the
perspective of a donor/fundraiser will clarify how the steps are laid out in the build process!
1. Log into Engage and navigate to the Peer-to-Peer tab in the Activities module. Go to the Pre-Designed
Templates Tab and select or search for the “DIY P2P in the Era of COVID-19” Template. You will
need to save this and give it your own internal name.
2. We begin with the Setup Page. Many options have been pre-selected to aid you in this process, but
you will need to update: the (internal) Reference Name, the Publicly visible name for this event, and
the Mailing Address for Offline donations. (The Mailing Address will be visible only to Fundraisers in their
personal fundraiser portal, which will be pictured in the later steps of this process.) There is usually no
end date for an evergreen event like this, so you don’t need to worry about the start/end
date options.
3. Allowing teams is optional, you may choose to allow only individual fundraising pages if you wish.
Teams do encourage a sense of competition, which can be good for fundraising!
4. The event goal amount and fundraiser goal amounts need to be discussed internally. This initiative
should be seen as a way to pad your fundraising, not as the source of a majority
of the fundraising. Since it’s an ongoing effort, you can be ambitious, but know that the larger the
total goal is, the longer it will take to reach it.
5. We recommend starting with a range of $200-$500 for your fundraiser goal amount. It is possible
to allow fundraisers to set their own goals, but they may not be very ambitious/may
not know where to start if left to their own devices. It’s good to provide guidance in this instance.
6. Optional: depending on the nature of the event, you can make registrations and purchases count
towards the total of your fundraising. Some organizations charge a small fee for registration ($15
or so) and if you sell merchandise as part of the checkout process, those proceeds could be
counted, too.
7. We now arrive at the Registrations
section. This is going to be kept fairly
simple. This is a mandatory step in the
Engage P2P setup, so it cannot be
removed even if the registration is free.
However, typically, only one option is
provided here, looking something like
this. Only those who click to register to
create a fundraising page will see this.
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8. Notice there is also a Discount Codes section available here, should you choose to charge a fee for
any part of the registration/purchase and then provide discounts for any part of the
checkout process.
9. You will now want to click on the gear icon to the right, and view the range of settings for your
individual fundraiser registration:

Most of these settings are pre-selected based on our recommendations, but you are welcome
to change them as you see fit. We recommend that you keep personal fundraising as a
requirement, since the only other option here would be to make a one-time donation, which is
available to the supporter on the main landing page.
10. Upon clicking Save on the bottom, you will be taken to the second tab in Registrations, which is
Information Collected:
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Here, you will consider which pieces of information you need to ask of your fundraisers.
We recommend keeping this section simple, and we have pre-selected the only mandatory fields
required for a fundraiser. The email address is required because the invitation to create their
personal fundraising page will be sent to them via email.
11. After clicking “Continue,” you will see an Optional Purchases tab:

This section is only needed if there is a purchase required as part of the fundraising effort. For
instance, if you’ll require all fundraisers to wear your t-shirt or hat with your logo as part of the
fundraising effort, this would be where you add that option. Click Continue, and then Next at the
bottom to view the…
12. Event Page. This is where we’ll draft our main landing page for our DIY P2P. This page needs to
contain all of the key details about the P2P:

But before you dive into the Edit Content button, you will want to...
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13. check out your Page Settings (click Edit) and fill out as much of this information as you can. These
fields will have descriptions if you click the small gray “i” to the right of the names:

and they are important to complete to ensure your page displays well when it is seen in search
engines, and to make sure you have default images and content for when it is shared on social
media! (see the section at the very bottom of that screen.) Save your work and return to the
Event Page.
14. Click the thumbnail of the page to view it in Preview if you wish. This will give you a sense of the
starting template, complete with branding and help text that will guide you through the process.
Do not simply delete this text; be sure to read it to learn what you will need to place in the
specific areas.
15. Return to your previous tab and click on “Edit Content.” At this point, knowledge of the Engage
Visual Editor is required, so you may visit Salsa Scholars, navigate to the Engage lessons section, and
check out the Peer-to-Peer walk-through, which includes a section explaining the various functions
of the Visual Editor.
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16. As with all Engage page and email designs, you will begin by going to the Settings button in
the Editor Menu on your right. Here, you will want to update all design defaults to match your
organization’s branding:

These will include things like text type and size, link color, button color and style, form field design,
and more. The more of these defaults you have in place, the less time you will need to spend
manually editing each individual element. If you wish to make the entire page either more wide
or more narrow, make sure you change the “Maximum width of content area” in Settings before
you leave.
17. After updating defaults, you will want to go through all content areas and buttons to make sure
things are in the language of your event, matching your organization’s typical tone and voice.
Replace all visuals as needed, or feel free to keep our original designs if they match your branding
and theme. Save your work as you go by clicking Save at the top of the page.
18. Once you are done with the page design, click on the breadcrumbs at the top to see the
Registration page (Image A).

Image A

Image B

The middle section here is only a sample and cannot be edited in this view - it will update itself
to your actual registration options after you publish. You can also see how it will really display by
clicking on “Preview.” (Image B) You will note the fields you chose in the earlier Registrations step
outside of this page are now pictured. This is also the area where someone can choose to be on
a team, and give that team a name if it is not yet listed (only applicable if teams are allowed in the
Setup step.)
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19. Return to your Edit view. The only parts of this page you can edit are the logo, banner image at the
top, and the footer, as needed. We recommend that you keep this design consistent from page to
page to make the event registration process flow look polished. The same banner image and footer
can be used for the Registration, Checkout and Confirmation pages.
20. Click on the Checkout step at the top.

This page has more opportunity for customization, but it will also reflect any defaults you have set
in Settings earlier. You can manually edit the Donation Amounts buttons towards the top to look
different or the same as your other default buttons. You are free to leave the rest of the form as is
otherwise, or add any custom fields that you wish. Make sure the Submit button at the bottom is
prominent and easy to click!
21. Finally, click on the Confirmation step at the top.
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This is the page your registrant will see after they’ve clicked Submit. You may choose to add any
other action buttons or language, as you see fit. Once you are happy with the full design, click Exit,
and Save & Exit to move out of the Event Page section. Note that at the bottom of this area,
there are settings like the Payment Gateway, which must be set up before you can publish
the event. Publishing the event makes it much easier to understand the front-end logic, so
we highly recommend this be done as soon as you have a chance.
22. You can now click Next or click on the breadcrumbs at the top of the page to see the Fundraiser
Page step. You’ll note that this looks a lot like the Event Page setup, and the same steps should be
taken to create all of the components you will see once you click Edit Content. A Preview of this
page will display the various help text we have provided to clarify which sections are for editing by
the Fundraiser, and which ones will be up to your organization to set up in advance. Please read the
text to get a clear understanding of this.

23. When viewing this page in Edit mode, you’ll note that the banner image at the top

has been added to the template by us, but it can be populated by you, the organization, or it can be
changed out by the fundraiser, if they wish to do so. In case they do not change it out, it’s important
that you, the organization, pick a neutral image that would make sense on any fundraiser’s page. It
should be in theme with the rest of your pages.
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24. Any information you currently see in the “Thanks for all donations” and “Leave me a message,” as
well as “Your support matters!” at the bottom are all temporary filler text for this sample. Nothing
needs to be done here by you at the time.
25. As previously mentioned, be sure to edit all 3 sections in the Fundraiser Page breadcrumbs,
as seen here:

Then click Exit - Save & Exit. The same is true of the Team Page, if your organization allows for
teams. These pages have formats similar to what we saw in the Event Page setup. Please read all
help text on these pages, it will help guide you.
26. The next step in the P2P creation is your Autoresponders, which are the automatically sent emails
that go to your registrants after they have taken any number of actions as part of this process.
Please see here for the full list:

Note that two of these say “Yes” because they have already been customized for this type of DIY
P2P. You are encouraged to look through all of these templates and ensure that the language
corresponds with this event type.
27. Next, we have the Notifications step. This is an optional setting, in case you wish to have
internal stakeholders or anyone else be notified by email when a supporter/fundraiser takes
a specific action.
28. You should now be ready to go live with your DIY P2P event! Be sure to save and re-publish
after all changes are saved, and review the full process (without checking out) to make sure all
pages look as you expected.
Note: the website displays all steps using the same URL address for security purposes. If you ever
wish to navigate back to the homepage, you can arrow back in your browser and you will
always be taken back to the main event page. This is an intentional setting by Salsa. You can
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create a “Back to the Homepage” button at the top of each page if you want to make this extra clear
to your supporters.
29. You can click Publish This Event at the bottom right, and you’ll be able to see a few new steps in the
breadcrumbs at the top. The first is called “Published Details.”

On this page, you will find direct links to the Event Page (the landing page), as well as the
Registration page, in case you want to link anyone directly to the registration and skip the initial
landing page (if you wish to create the initial landing page in your native environment.) This page
also features the widget code for embedding a button leading to the P2P event page, or the whole
form, directly into your website.

30. After Published Details, you’ll see the Results section:

This is your P2P dashboard, the area displaying the progress of your donations and top fundraisers,
along with various other key stats.
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31. Finally, don’t forget about your Management section! This area contains several important
components for making this DIY P2P a success. First, there is the P2P Welcome Message, an
opportunity for you, the organization, to thank your fundraisers for choosing to take the initiative
and help you fundraise during this crucial time!

32. Secondly, your all-important Coaching Messages section is found directly below the Welcome
message section:

You’ll want to click on the dropdown to see the various pre-set options available, which pre-select
the individuals who fit the criteria on your behalf and take you to the Email module when you click
one of the options. There, you will want to edit the pre-set email text to match your organization’s
message and branding!
These messages are used for everything from contacting all fundraisers with a general
message of gratitude, to tapping those who have yet to get started fundraising and sharing
some ideas and offering guidance, to encouraging those who are reaching or exceeding their
fundraising goals as they go through their fundraising journey! These coaching messages are
a MAJOR part of making this DIY P2P a success, so be sure to use them!
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33. The management tab also features a section where you can set suggested content for Twitter and
Facebook posts, as well as text and email suggested text:

And the section at the bottom allows you to log into any Fundraiser or Fundraising Team’s page and
end or re-assign anyone as needed. Upon double-clicking any Fundraiser’s name, you will be taken
to a detailed version of their page:

34. IMPORTANT NOTE ABOUT YOUR FUNDRAISERS:
After they finish their registration, your
fundraisers will have access to an online portal
which they will log into with their own username
and password. This is where they will customize
their personal fundraising page.
On the right is a screenshot of the page they will
see, which allows them to easily connect their
social media accounts and send social posts and
email directly out of Salsa’s P2P environment.
Here is what the Fundraiser’s Dashboard looks
like when they log into their account.
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35. The fundraiser’s portal has an Edit Page tab, where the fundraiser will edit the portions of their page
that are available for personalization. See below for an example of the content. Once they add their
content and visual assets, they can click the View Page button to see how things display.

36. Lastly, all online donations collected by your
fundraiser via their personal page will be found
in their portal’s Donations tab:

If they get any offline donations (i.e. grandma
sends a check by mail), they will click on the
link “this form,” pictured above, and they will
be given the following form, which features the
aforementioned mailing address for them to
send the offline donations when their DIY P2P
initiative is done!

37. BONUS: be sure to check out the Email Template in the Email module - it is tailored to match the
design of this P2P event, so you’ll want to apply the same branding changes if you wish to use this
Email Template for any outreach related to your DIY P2P!
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